Abstract: This paper examines particularly the U (1)×SU (2) of the Standard Model by focusing on the electromagnetic interaction term in the Lagrangian, which appears to be the electromagnetic waves of real photons, not the virtue photons as the force carriers of Maxwell Equations; while E and B are symmetric in the former, they are not in the latter, for E is a radial force and B is a sideways force. We give a review of the pull-back operation of a tensor for transformation of frames. We also derive Special Relativity from Maxwell Equations and we find that the vector potential A is a built-in mechanism of any electromagnetic wave to prevent it from exerting electric forces; i.e., A is responsible for photons being of no electric charges. Additionally, we show that Special Relativity determines the Lorentz gauge uniquely and that gauge transformations can be presented as frame transformations by an application of cohomology with differential forms as cast in our model of a combined spacetime 4-manifold of the Universe.
Introduction
The product F µν F µν in the Lagrangian formulation of U (1) × SU (2) does not appear to contain electromagnetic force (for the original formulation, cf.
Received: June 27, 2015 c 2015 Academic Publications e.g., [3, 9] ; for a recent text on the subject, see [8] ), since a minimization of ǫ o F µν F µν results in a straight-line motion of an electromagnetic wave of a real photon, not a virtual photon as the force carrier. Whereas the electric field E and magnetic field B in an electromagnetic wave are symmetric, the E and B in Maxwell Equations are not. Consider The character of E differs fundamentally from that of B in electromagnetic interactions, by a simple consideration of the obviously false expression of (B + v × E), with E and B interchanged. The components of F µν in the Lagrangian of the Standard Model have a common unit, so as to sum to the field energy densities, i.e., by replacing B with cB; as a result, the Hodge star operator for the tensor derivatives of F µν F µν does not yield the Faraday's law of electric induction of Maxwell Equations (cf. e.g., [12] , p. 961 the fourth equation in the proof, wherein the terms in the sum contained different units, s −1 and m −1 , a fine point that appeared to have been unchecked in the literature, see, e.g., [1] and [10, p. 362 , Equations (2.1, 2.
2)]). Section 2 below gives a simple review of the basic operation of the pullback of a tensor, which has the significance of being the frame transformation in physics, by an examination of grad ≡ . We show that grad 1+3 reverses the velocity v in the Lorentz transformation and is in a sense unnecessary; at the same time, we note that the Minkowski metric η has been misused to have it applied to single vectors despite it being a 2-tensor; however, in the end one arrives at the usual gradient: η grad 1+3 = grad. Section 3.1 derives electromagnetic waves and Special Relativity from Maxwell Equations, whereby incidentally verifying the tensor invariance of which across all frames; in the process we also ascertain the physical role played by the vector potential A. Section 3.2 relates elements from gauge theory to electromagnetism, whereby we employ some results from cohomology with differential forms. Finally in Section 4 we draw a summary, and give a brief description of our combined spacetime 4-manifold, which (cf. [5] ), underlying our analysis in this paper, is globally a diagonal manifold built upon two sets of Einstein Field Equations, each with its own gravitational constant, and is locally a spacetime of the structure {(t + it, x + iy, y + iz, z + ix)}. As such, our model involves only spacetime symmetries, with tangent bundles as the fiber bundles and frame transformations as the gauge connections (cf. e.g., [11] , for mathematical generalizations of electromagnetism; [4] for a comprehensive historical review of gauge theories).
The Pull-Back Operation of Tensors
To display grad p = L * grad q explicitly, consider
where 
and we see that in either direction of the tensor transformation, a transpose of L or L −1 is required, confirming the above general formula (2.3). Consider now a particular 2-tensor
given q ∈ Y moving at a constant speed of v ∈ [0, c) att = 0 along thexdirection of p ∈ X, c ≡ 3 × 10 8 m/s. For later references, we record:
and
The 4-gradient as established in the literature however has been formulated as, in a 2-dimensional specialization,
so that
conversely,
by Equation (2.23)
Comparing Equations (2.22, 2.23) with Equations (2.25, 2.26), we display:
and we see that the setup of
is to reverse the direction of the velocity v, which by the above has been demonstrated to be unnecessary. Possibly the motivation of this special setup is to take the gradient of a function f (ct − x) and to preserve the direction of x in the motion of x = ct.
Electromagnetism and Gauge Theory

From Maxwell Equations to Electromagnetic Waves
We begin with Coulomb's law 
Secondly we present Ampere's law
Thirdly we present Faraday's law of electric induction .7) i.e., curlE = − ∂B ∂t .
With E and B obtained, we consider the Poynting vector
which has the unit We now construct an electromagnetic wave as built on E, B, and S; set E = (0, a cos (kx − ωt) , 0) (3.10)
to make E a traveling wave:
Then by Equations (3.8, 3.9), we have
Consider now curl µ o ǫ o ∂E ∂t = curl (curlB) (from Equation (3.6) ) (3.14)
≡ grad (divB) − (div gradB x , div gradB y , div gradB z ) ; (3.15) introducing the remaining fourth Maxwell Equations
we arrive at
We now derive the speed of electromagnetic waves. Consider any φ ∈ C 2 R 3 , R ; we have
Setting φ ≡ B z , we arrive at, by Equations (3.17, 3.19),
That is, electromagnetic waves travel at a constant speed of c = 3 × 10 8 m/s = ω/k, which happens to be the speed of light; thus, an electromagnetic wave λ is light.
Remark 1.
As indicated earlier, ǫ o and µ o are relativistic invariants; thus, the speed of light c is absolute and Maxwell Equations are universally true to ALL frames (recall that gradient, curl, and divergence are tensorial quantities, independent of parametrizations).
Remark 2.
A crucial reminder here is that any electromagnetic wave/photon does not exert electric forces as an electron does; thus, there can be no electric potential φ voltage, in short,
To negate the traveling electric field E, nature has provided
so that A + t E dt ≡ 0 N s/Coul ensures that as the electromagnetic wave λ travels along the x-direction, it results no electric potential voltage φ = J/Coul by Ect in the y-direction; in this way, photons do not carry electric charges, for otherwise all matter would constantly be awash in electromagnetic waves and all organisms would continually be hit by electricity (for the lack of physical interpretation of A, cf. [2] ; for a quantum consideration of A + t E dt = 0 N s/Coul, see [6] ). This same consideration of exerting a magnetic force by the traveling field B does not apply, however, since B has a different unit, 
Gauge Theory in Electromagnetism
By the above derivations from Maxwell Equations (which implies Special Relativity), one has the following identity for electromagnetic waves for all frames of reference:
then let f ∈ C 2 (R, R) and consider
Then by the chain rule, As such, ∀f ∈ C 2 (R, R), one has the following identity for the 4-dimensional Laplacian, or D'Alembertian, of any f of all electromagnetic waves:
in particular,
based on which we now show that Equation (3.25) implies the Lorentz gauge. We have and hence
for some φ, where (i) φ = 0 leads to electromagnetic waves as noted in Equation (3.22), and (ii) φ = 0 leads to Coulomb and Ampere's laws with electric charges and currents, or Maxwell Equations with electric sources. Then we have We next exhibit gauge transformation. Since φ ≡ 0 by Equation (3.22), we have divA = 0 from above. Therefore, there exists a vector field V = V x dx + V y dy + V z dz such that
so that dA = d 2 V ≡ 0 and hence A is a closed form. Since the Minkowski space is contractible just as the Euclidean space, A is also exact; i.e., there exists h ∈ C 3 R 3 , R such that A = grad h. Since the above derivations are based on exterior differentiation on forms, the results are independent of coordinate parametrizations and therefore any other frame would also obtain someÂ = gradĥ. Thus,
hence, curlÂ = curlA.
Setĥ − h ≡ ψ; then Finally, we present a formal exercise of minimizing the action integral of the Lagrangian as built on the 4-vector potential
Set the Lagrangian
2 , (which, as a foresight, (3.40)
= 0 J/m 3 for electromagnetic waves).
L dtdxdydz,
, leads to a straight line between (t 1 , x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ) and (t 2 , x 2 , y 2 , z 2 ), i.e., the motion of an electromagnetic wave, with the objective function value of unit equal to Js, a relativistic invariant. Now consider
with
Due to the reflective property of the axial vector B, F µν is to be reflected to
is to be the integrand. Now decompose
, where D connotes derivatives and µ, ν ∈ {t, x, y, z}. Observing the Minkowski inner product, one applies grad 1+3 as a column vector to 
the expected identity (from Equations (3.22, 3.30)), which apparently does not lead to Maxwell Equations. That is, the Lagrangian in the Standard Model does not deduce electromagnetism.
Summary Remarks
Standard model is known to be incapable of explaining gravity; now this paper has presented arguments that it cannot explain electromagnetism, either. We have also provided meanings for the construct of grad 1+3 and shown the generality of the pull-back operations in frame transformations, which, inertial or not, are simply re-parametrizations as carried out by the Lorentz transformation L from some T p X to some T q Y , which preserves the Minkowski metric η. Incidentally we contend that the construct of a 4-vector field W q on Y can be systematized into a transformation ω q of W q into the position vector
The formalism that underlies the Standard Model is not quite integrated with mathematics; as another example, previously ([5]) we showed that the operation of squaring the Dirac operator is not valid, wherein the i ∂ ∂t designated to apply to one of the four wavefunctions in the Dirac spinors would have erroneously been applied to two different wavefunctions after squaring the matrix; i.e., the Dirac operator does not square to the mass-shell equation. That our model is free from all the abstract constructions originating from quantum mechanics, such as intrinsic spins, is due to our identification of the probability densities of the quantum positions of a particle with its associated electromagnetic wave energy densities in the wave universe. As a result, the quantum spins become actual motions in spacetimes, in particular. Since the background of this paper is our combined spacetime 4-manifold, we present a brief description below.
Our model (see [5, 7] ) began with a pair of Einstein Field Equations with two independent gravitational constants, G [1] and G [2] ; we unified them into a combined universe of particle-waves with the observed gravitational constant G. Before the Big Bang, there had just been one universe of electromagnetic waves; due to its extraordinarily large G [2] , a Black Hole was formed, namely, our Big Bang, the center of which due to its infinite energy density transformed electromagnetic waves into photon-waves. Two electromagnetic waves in the invisible wave universe could make a pair creation of particle-wave and antiparticle-wave in a variety of osculating angles. In particular, an electron-wave or positron-wave has an angle of π/2 radian, causing the spinning motion of the wave to be that of around two semi-circles. Not to violate the law of conservation of angular momentum, the spin must take a pause at the osculating angle, resulting in its rest mass as well as a spacetime curvature accounting for the electromagnetic force exactly in the same way as energy causes gravity (see [7] ). A particle-wave exists in a local geometry of (t + ti, x + yi, y + zi, z + xi) in a ball with 1/4 of its energy existing as wave surrounding in an annular fashion the remaining 3/4 energy existing as particle (by Feynman's calculation of the electromagnetic mass); the point particle causes a mini black hole in the particle universe that makes an intersection with the wave universe, with its radius in the ratio of (1 : e) (where the electromagnetic forces extend greatly the Schwarzschild radius, cf. [7] ) to this particle-wave ball. The boundary of a black hole has vanishing spacetime and is thus identified as one point by a quotient-space topology; therefore, the quark-waves in a hadron by having their mini black holes connected are glued together (thus gluons), i.e., the strong force. For the weak force, we have recast the three weak bosons as particlewaves with some special osculating angles (in [5] ). Overall, the particle universe {(t, x, y, z)} makes covering spaces of the wave universe {(it, iy, iz, ix)}, with a calendar time t to cover a clock time it and a linear distance x 2 + y 2 + z 2 to cover the circumference of this imaginary clock, with the wave universe possessing a quotient space structure leading to quantum entanglement and the potential for quantum computation.
